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The idea for “The First Meal” project came

nearly 20 years ago. Artist Julie Green had just

launched the series “The Last Supper,” in which

the final meals of death row inmates were

painted in cobalt blue on china plates. Green

pledged to create 50 more plates each year until

the death penalty was abolished.

A colleague had a different suggestion:

Wouldn’t it be fitting to illustrate a first meal

when that day arrived?

“Some years passed, and we still have capital

punishment,” Green said by phone from Corval-

lis, Ore., where the artist teaches at Oregon

State University. “So I thought I should start

this new project.”

Green reached out to the Center on Wrong-

ful Convictions, part of Northwestern Universi-

ty’s School of Law. Last year the center helped

to send out surveys to the exonerated, asking

about their first meal after release.

This time the artist decided to paint with

acrylic on Tyvek, an industrial roofing material.

The combination allowed a far wider range of

colors and a larger scale of work. “Wrongful

convictions are such a huge problem, so I

wanted the pieces to be bigger,” Green said.

Three nearly banner-sized works from the “The

First Meal” series are featured with about 800

plates from “The Last Supper” in the exhibition

“Julie Green: Flown Blue” at the American

Museum of Ceramic Art in Pomona. This mid-

career survey, running through Feb. 23, includes

the largest number of plates shown to date.

Green has been using art to spark change in

the justice system, museum director Beth Ann

Gerstein said. “The U.S. has the largest prison

population in the world, and it is the only coun-

try in North and South America that still ex-

ecutes prisoners.” The artist believes that what

people choose for these critical meals tells a

story and helps to humanize them. Many meals

in “The Last Supper” include things you might

expect, like steak, fries and ice cream. But even

the mundane might prove to be poignant. One

man executed in Indiana requested that his

mother be allowed into the prison kitchen to

help prepare his last meal: German ravioli and

chicken dumpling. The word “mother” has been

added to this plate.

A painting in the new series is inspired by an

exonerated man who went for a cheeseburger

with his mother and attorneys. The waitress

overheard how he had yearned for a fresh or-

ange while in prison, so she brought him one.

Green’s panel shows a cheeseburger and a hand

holding the fruit.

Green has completed about a dozen “First

Meal” works and plans to make 20 more, al-

though time is limited. The artist remains com-

mitted to “The Last Supper,” and that will be an

ongoing project for the foreseeable future. 
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“FIRST MEAL 02: Holding Orange” by Oregon artist Julie Green marks a wrongly imprisoned man’s first post-release meal. 

Meals with meaning
By Scarlet Cheng
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“LAST SUPPER” series by the artist
includes a 2007 death row prisoner in Indi-
ana, who had 15 friends/family join him.

Chromatics

“Closer to Grey” 
(Italians Do It Better)

Chromatics have been

teasing an album called

“Dear Tommy” for nearly

seven years. It’s been quite

the roller coaster. At one

point after a near-death

experience, the band’s

co-founder, Johnny Jewel,

destroyed already-pressed

copies of one version so they

could start anew.

Then, out of nowhere,

Chromatics released a

full-length album Wednes-

day. But it’s not “Dear

Tommy.” Called “Closer to

Grey,” the northeast L.A.

group’s work packages a

dozen fully formed analog

dance tracks into 45 min-

utes of synth-driven cruis-

ing music.

Chromatics are best

known for their musical

cues in David Lynch’s “Twin

Peaks” continuation on

Showtime. Their song “Tick

of the Clock” was harnessed

to expert effect by Nicolas

Winding Refn for his L.A.-

noir film “Drive.” In both

visually striking instances,

Chromatics’ detached,

1980s-suggestive electronic

tones underscored elusive

narratives. It makes sense

the group’s music has been

in heavy rotation on run-

ways during fashion week.

“Closer to Grey” opens with

a cover of Paul Simon’s “The

Sound of Silence,” each line

laid bare by singer Ruth

Radelet. The opposite of a

belting diva, Radelet ex-

presses emotion via inside-

voice restraint and a Sade-

esque sense of phrasing.

That the album opens

with “Hello darkness my old

friend / I’ve come to talk to

you again” is telling. Guided

by a sparse bass line, a slow,

thumpy bottom-end kick-

drum and synth-generated

cosmic twinkles in the mid-

range, Chromatics’ nuanced

rendition serves as a curtain

raiser for what the troupe

describes in press notes as

“a film for your ears.” Jewel

and band have remained

mum on the specifics of

“Closer to Grey,” allowing

you to build your own sto-

ries inside the songs. The

record’s longest track, “On

the Wall,” feels like an early

New Order jam. “Love

Theme from Closer to Grey”

creeps along quietly, with

Radelet gasping as if in a

nightmare. “Wishing Well”

could be a lost piece from

Lynch’s “Blue Velvet.”

On “Touch Red,” a dis-

tant beat and a few well-

chosen keyboard chords

offer a monochromatic

background onto which

Radelet sings, “Touch red,

the world needs color.” The

shock of luminosity is jar-

ring. Like a rose blossoming

in a field blackened by wild-

fire, it’s one of many mo-

ments that capture both

beauty and bleakness. 
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